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,, New SBA Leadership To Address.FJSCal
Problems
.

by Paul Bum_balo

the SBA committees. These
' app"ointments are impor-tant
First year student Dorie ; because so much of the school is
Benesh was elected Student Bar run by these committees,
Association (SBA) president in especially the stu!k!Jt-faculty
the fall elections held Sept. 19 committees. So the sooner these
and- 20. Benesh received 174 of appointments are made, · the
452 · votes or 38 per· cent of the ~ .ner the students will have
ballots cast
input into the runni'!B of the
To be victorious, Benesh sch·o ol," .she said.
needed one third or 151 of the .· Ano1!her issue which is to
votes cast: She had a comfortable ,receive the SBA's attention,
victory. margin over ,her nearest . ·according to Benesh, is the
rival, Lewis Steele, who received· ·,resolution of certain budgeting
95 votes.
problems.
Benesh said her first actions · According to Benesh, "What
will be 'directed towards two ·was thought to be a $21,000
areas.
-~ (plus is now a $5,000 surplus.
"The fifst is making _ fart of the . problem seems to be
'-:-a p p o -i n t m e n t s t o t h e !ft'at there inay never have been a ·
· student-faculty committees and f~~- surplus but a paper one
>;4'it "•

.

,:~~::

also elected. They are Rocky
D' Aloiso, Orest Bedrij, John
Feroleto, Mark Suzomoto, Ellen
Dickes and Patricl< Dooley."
In addiJion, three _members of
the Faculty-Student Relations

new

Board were elec~. The
representatives are Jeremy
Nowak, Bpb Elardo and J osanne
Greco receiviog votes ·of 152, 150
and 148 respectively.
,,.,
_ _ _
A student referen~um dealing
Dorie Benesh
mike shaplro _ with ' the · ·grading format for the
caused , by the , fact the SBA first year research and writing
budget is planned in..March before course offered interesting r.esults . .
knowing certa:in... allocations from The senic;>r class,. whi~ was graded
SUB Board which is on a under the H, Q, D, F format,
Septemb·er to September voted 55 to 35 to return to that
accounting year."
sy st em . Th e re su Its,
Six first year directors were percentage-wise_broke down to 50
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per cent voting for H, Q,-D, F, 32
per cent voting for P/F and 28 per
cent having no opinion.
Fifty two per cent of the
second year class, which was the
first class to receive P/F grades
voted to retain the P/F system
while 40 per cent vo~ for the H,
Q, D, F system.
The first year class favored the
P/F system, with 52 per cent
casting votes in favor of P/F, 45
per cent for H, Q, D, F and 7 per
cent with no opinion.
F r om a sch o o I w id e
persp~ctive, out of a total o 465
votes cast, 219 or 47 per cent
selected the P/F system, 205 or
44 per cent selected the H, Q, D,
F system and 21 or 9 per cent had
no opinion.

Opinion
John Lord O'Brian Hall

SUNY/8. North Campus
Buffalo. New York 14260

September 27, 1979

State University of New York at Buffalo School .of Law

Legal Internships Granted
To Assist Senior c ·i tizens
non -volunteer public interest addition, since several law
projects ih tHe Bu'ffalo areiV and students had worked there in the
Thanks to the committment taking note of the limited m_oney past, BPILP was familiar with the
and l,\rgess of the Student Bar going into this field, decided to organization's activities.
As _sociation (SBA) and Law • jointly · fond "the summer
The BPILP _selection process
Review, two University of Buffalo internships.
was long and difficult. Ruth
law students were given the
BPILP w~ ·-formed "in the Kennedy-Daise; one of the Law
opportunity of working on public Spring of 1979. The board Review members of BPILP, said
.interest law ptojects this summer. consisted of two members of Law · she was "uncomfortable" at
Jane_Crosby and Vivian L~erson, Review, two members of SBA, having to pick _the people for the
worked at- the Legal Services for and Allan Canfield, assistant dean program. Thirty , two people
the Elderly Project of Erie County ' of student affairs.
initially applied for the two
(LSEP/EC).
$3000 was raised through positions. They were required to
· The placement of the women contributionj froni SBA and Law submit a res~me, a list of their
was an outgrowth and. end Review members, allowing the grades, and/or a letter from the
product o( the Buffalo Public two students $1,500 each for the dean certifying their good
Interest Law Program (BPILP). ·ten week internship . "It was academic standing.
The organization was established paramount to the BPILP board - rrom this information, the
to fund public interest law that the inter.ns be paid
BP I LP s~reen ing committee,
internships for law· students respectable stipend.
com P r i s e d
of R u th
otherwise unable to undertake,
LSEP/EC specializes in Kennedy-Daise, Howie Grossman,
for financial reasons, this sort of providing legal services to the Tony Leavy, Arthur Hall, Allan
activity.
elderly and handicapped. It was · Canfield, Ann Pfeiffer, and Maria
The SBA and · Law Review, badly in need of competent help Colivetti, narrowed the original 32
' recognizi.ng the ' scar.city of that could pay their own way. In candidates down to 15. The 15
were then interviewed by the
~ committee, which usually · sat
en-bone. Seven survived the
interviews, and were sent to L~rry
Faulkner, director of LSEP/EC,
who ultimately chose Crosby and
Lazerson. Both women had been
involved previously with similar
community reiated projects, and
had long been interested in public
interest law.
LSEP/EC operates out of a
suite of offices at West Genesee
and Main . Besides Faulkner, the
organization employs several staff
attor-neys, paralegals, and case
workers. After a brief orientation,
Crosby and Lazerson received
their own caseloads.
,
Both women were .hiJ>PY at
LSEP/EC. Both !nterns spoke of
Public fnterest law interns f ane--C:rosby and-Vivian Lazerson.
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cont'd. on page 8
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courtesy of The Spectrum

Ronald F. Bunn

Bunn Brought Into
Grade Controversy
1

by Edward M. Sinker
The law faculty, in the four
weeks following final exams, must
give "highest priority" to their
grading responsibilities. This was
the essence of a letter dated April
26 from Ronald F. · Bunn,
vice-president of academic affairs
to Dean. Thomas E. Headrick.
- Bunn, acknowledging late
grades have been a recurring
problem throughout the
university, said, "The reasons for
the lateness suggest the need for
more careful planning by faculty
of their til)1e and commitments so
that highest priority, onte the
examination papers are in hand,
can be given by faculty to their
grading responsibilities."
Bunn's letter to Headrick,
copied and distributed to
members of the law faculty, was
written at the · request of
Heldrick. Headrick's past
practices have been to remind
professors of their deadlines, to
keep track •of delinquent grades,
and to obtain a firm date as to
when grades will be available.
"There is little more I can do,"

Headrick said, ''. so when Dr. Bunn
contacted me, I suggested · the
letter."
Tony Leavy, former . SBA
president, initially contacted
Bunn's office "as a last resort."
Leavy denied that his letter to
Bunn was in any way a pressure
tactic.
"We didn't take any rash
action. This was the end of a long
process. On Nov. 13, 1978, a
committee was created to speak
with the Dean. On Nov. 30, SBA
adopted a resolution to be
presented at a ·faculty meeting.
The faculty never accepted SBA's
proposal to sit down. and talk. Nothing seemed to be happe11ing.
There was little the Dean could do
in the way of sanctions," Leavy
said.
Professor John Schlegel, in a
memorandum dated Sept 4,
1979, vehemently expressed his
opposition to what he termed
Bunn's "rinky dink" proposals.
Maintaining that "learning was
more important than grading,"
Schlegel proposed "grading will be
done as time permits but in no
cont'd. on page 8
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Editorial

Spring Electiolls
Hurt Credibility .
Last week the Student Bar Association (SBA) held elections for
President and first year directors. The zeal and enthusiasm with which
ttie candidates approached the campaign was laudable. The number of
candidates for first year director was double the number that ran last
fall. Competition for the Presidency was invigorating as well. Maybe
the selfish apathy of the seventies will metamorphose into a new-found
activisn:i ·of _the eighties. We hope this activism will ,:iot f,1de c1;way 1 that
the candidates wh.o were not elected and the people who supported
them will not retreat. There are numerous other opportunities for
those who wish to get involved. There is a need and a place for anyone
who has any desire to participate.
However, as commendable as the substance of the election may
'have been, the scheduling of SBA elections in general leaves much to be
desired. Why did we just elect _a new SBA president? As most of you
are well aware, the current SBA president recently resigned.
The fact is the last three SBA presidents elected in the spring all .
resigned. In addition, we have n~t had one president in the last five
elected to 1 serve more than one-half a term of office. The roof of the
problem goes beyond the individual. It lies with the SBA as a whole for
its policy of having presidential elections in the spring.
Presidential elections, as well as elections for all other SBA
positions, should be held in the fall. A person who runs for president
during the middle of an academic year doesn't know what next year's .
commitments will be. People-send out resumes at mid-year hoping to
land part-time employment or compete for acceptance to one of th·e
select law school _organizations.
In the fall, on the other hand, individuals can make plans for their
upcoming academic year with a greater degree of certainty.
SBA has chosen not to,change their election procedure for three
reasons. First, board members are afraid to pass on a budget in May
without knowing if any of the directors are going to return to their
positions in the fall. This rationale is unfounded in that the new board
of directors can make any amendments in the budget they deem
necessary .
Secondly, the SBA is afraid there will be no one around to take
care of SBA business during the summer. There are always a number of
law students at school during the summer. Tlie board could select a
group of directors who would be staying in Buffalo to take care of any
SBA business that arises.
The third argument, that with the first and second year directors
up for re-election, there would be no one left to put in ,charge of
organizing the election in the fall, is unpersuasive.
There is little potential for conflict of interest in having the
outgoing directors run the election. The task of running an election is
for the most part mechanical -- distributing petitions, checking
signatures and organizing pollsitters. The term of the old board does
not expire until the new board is elected. It would be incumbent upon
the departing directors to carry out this final function.
Thus the obstacles to fall elections seem far from insurmountable.
Consistency is the cornerstone of a strong student government. It
is needed to have credible input into the affairs of this law school. 1.t
seems hard to gain this respect and have the necessary input when our
··chief executive changes regularly at six month intervals. Our
"consistency" and our "activism" must go hand in hand. Let .us
consistently be active together.

fage two Opinion

SORRY!
Correction : Last issue incorrectly
indicated that Julie Rosenblum.'s
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name was Julie Rosenoei'g.
Re~ders take note of ,.Opinion
article on Orientation.

Moot Court

·Problem ~o :B e·Distributed.,
by Tim Cashmore ·

on ,the art of oral advocacy at this Court, ·Appellate Division.
a_ft~rnoon's meeting. Judge
· competitors will have ·
, The p(olfl"em . for the- 1979 Desmond, who· js -an alumnus of f!ve weeks after receivint the
Charles S. Desmond Moot Court UB la~ school, · will also act as . problem/ today to prepare· a brief ·
Competition will be distributed at P r-e siding j u d g-e : of the supporting eiu;:er the petitioner or
4:30 p.m. ·today in Room ·112. competition's final round on respondent in
fictional case
~ The competition, which is open to November 17.
before the U,vted States Supreme
all first- and second-year students,·
Joining Judge Desmond on the Court. Any student un~le to
prov.ides the basis for selection to final panel will be Judge Matthew attend today's meeting m'ay pick
the Moot Court Board.
J. Jasen of the New York Court of up the problem in the Moot Court
'The Honorable • Charles S. Appeals, Judge · Ellsworth Van Office in th·e basement af~r the
Desmond, the former Chief Judge Graafieland of the Second Circuit meeting:
Briefs will _be due November 2.
of the New York Court of Court of Appeals, · and Justices
Appeals for whom the Michael F. Dillon arid Richard D. Oral arguments will begin .
com_petition is named, will speak Simons of the New York Suprem·e November 13, with all teams
arguing at least three times that
week. Semi-final rounds will be
conducted on Friday, November
·
16. The November 17 final round
will be followed by an awards
banquet.
•
Wi.lliam Kunstler spoke on organized revolution on September 14
I
by Jon DuBert
the probate proceedings at time of
death to the final distribution of
UB la~ school · alumnus assets~ final orders, and fiduciary
Michael Wolf is the new chairman discharge. Testamentary trusts
of the Young, Lawyers Section will be considered as a
(YLS) of the New.York State Bar complement or alternative t~ the
Association (NYSSA). In ·an normal estate approach.
Love Canal residents and law now heading the socialist inspired
The .second seminar (Nov. 13
by Marc Ganz
interview at his office in .Buffalo's
Campaign for Economic
school reformers. ~
Ellicott Square, Wolf emphasized through 15) will cover New York
When asked how UB law Democracy. Kunstler said
William Kunsder, noted civil
the practical benefits of 'VLS real estate practice. The property
membership, which is autorriati_c• transaction will be considered rights lawyer, preached organized students could achieve change Hayden's connection with Jerry
and free to NYSSA members age from formation of the purchase revolution Wednesday, Sept. 19 at within the school, Kunstler Brown hurt his cause. He also
36 and under.
agreement, through title search UB before about 100 persons. The replied, "It takes organization. mentioned he thought Hayden's
Wolf stressed the ' forthcoming and financing arrangements, to speaker, who defended the More than that, if the law approach was too soft. There is a
Chicago Seven and Wilmington students want to get, as example, sense of opportunism involved,
"Practical Skills" programs. These the closing and·recordings.
will be held this fall in Western
. Ten and is currently litigating , more third world students into also, Kunstler said. Governor
Wolf voted two other YLS native Americans' claims to lost school, they must overcome fear. Brown was Kunstler's law clerk in
New York (in collaboration with
NY SB A '.s C o·m ml ttee on projects. The "Bridging-the-Gap" lands, talked ~f organizing against The fear of the bar association not 1963.
Kunstler preached the spread
Continuing Legal Education) at ' series, expected · to occur in the powers, the_corporations, the letting you take the Bar exam or
the Buffalo . Convention Center Buffalo in August 1980, will give trans-national interests and "the of the character and fitness of rebellion, while talking of the
injustices of the past brought
com.mittee flunking you."
and the Americana-Rochester.
Queen City bar admittees a .·power-s that be."
-The 'first of these sem'inars, to capsule course in Buffalo···_ - Kunstler denouncep many upon the American natives and
he held Oct. 30 through Nov. 1,· courthouse procedures. A similar
At a press conference leaders of the public .interest deceased, actress Jean 5ebei'g. He
1979 will ~eaJ _ with probate program, conducted in . preceding his speech, Kunstler, movement. He said consul"(lerist sees Love Canal, West Valley,
procedure. This program . Will Washington every two years, . 60, said his job was "to encourage Ralph Nader and solar advocate Indian Point and Palestine as areas
consider the administration •of guides new Buffalo attorneys people who mi!tit plant the seeds Barry Commoner offer no real where people ought to organize
estates from the initial through admission to the U.S. of revolution - people who want solutions, .because they work for change. "Rebelliousness keeps
the government overthrown." -within the framework , of .the . the leaclers in I.in~," Kunstler said.
•
preparation of documen_ts through Supreme Court.
.'
.
-The audience seemed inspired
He interwove the theme of present government. "That's why
by Kunstler's talk. As one viewer
organizing while discussing they get the grants," he added.
He hit upon former Chicago afterward said, "Question
Palestiriians (;.'They've been
screwed"), anti-nuclear advocates, Seven defendant Tom Hayden, Authority."
-
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UB AlumnUS Ch81.rS
•
Yom,g L ,awyers section

Kunst/er Cries For Organization,
Preaches Spread Of Rebe·llion

Truth-~-Testing Laws
Forces Test Disclosures

COMFIDEMTP
YOU DETI

by' Marc Ganz

more information to work with so
that they can _tell whether the_re is
"If · "truth-in-testing'\ passed utility in taking a standardized
five years ago, 1 might have been test; as they are presently
in· Law School now." Those are designed. Researchers will delve
the words of an underemployed i~to the pertinent topics of racial
college graduate who received an bias and correlation with college
LSAT score of 525.
grades.
•
He was referring~ New York
Truth-in-testing passed New
State's new standardized testing York's legislature on the last night
_ disclosure legislation. ·starting of the 1979 session. It was the
January 1; 1980 educational only bill 00 pass the New York
testing companies, such as the State Sehate containing a "no"
Educational Testi,.-ig Service vote from Majority leader Warren
(ETS), . will. have · to make AndersQn. A million dollar
questiens and answers" available to campaign was waged against the
students who • request them, bill by ETS ancr the College
disclose a11 · validity and cultural En trance . Examination Board.
studies, and ell test takers what They contacted every college
the standardized test will b~ used . president and every high school
f<_>r and how the test wall be principal, urging • tliem to
reported · to the graduate ·school. communicate opposition to the
Toe prospective law s!udent bill to Governor Hugh Carey.
Th · Medical and Dental
with a 525 score had reason to be
sorry. . Until the advent of
. e
.
. t t·
·slat·aon
Society
has threatened not to gave
• t r u th -an• es ang 1eg1
, th ·.
• N ·y k
. ear entrance exam ,_n ew or
stu d en ts . had no waY of telUna...__ unless
the· law 1s repealed.
what the tests were .about, how p
ti
tti
,
r· I
dley were being used- or if there . rese~. Y . ere . as _a . n~ iona
were ·any , valid correlations to trut!'•m-testang ball, des1~ned .to
achievements. The quoted student pre~ent harm to students ani:5ta_tes
, may . have creativity · or other wh_1ch_ have passed
estang
talents the standardized test failed legislation.
·
Congressman Ted · Weiss
--to r_egi1ter..
The legislation will effect law observed, "the ·iesters could ncii
schools' admission poliGies in the pull out of the entire country;
·10-ng r1,H1, Students and theywoufdhavetocomplyorgo
educational researchers will have out of business."
L

The feedback we have had from students who took our course for the first Multistate/New York Bar
Exam has been so positive and enthusiastic that we know we are going to have even more ~uccessful programs for
our 1980 courses,
Joe Marino, Mike Josephson and a group of hand-picked lecturers are ready to give vou the best
preparation available for the New York Bar Exam - the most intensive and valuable practice on the integrated
New York essays and the most insightful and helpful approach to the Multistate objective QU8'tions.
If you can decide to join us before November 1, you can save a substantial amount of money and get a
whole bunch of special benefits. If vou enroll early you will:
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2
3
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Save $110 on the course price.
Save an addi~nal ·$80 by getting our exdulive Programmed
Leaming System supplement at no charge. .
Save an additional $40 by getting our exdusive Multista111
CHnic at no charga.
Save an additional $90 by being able to attend our early-bird
New York Practice course by Arthur R. Miller at no ct ,ie. ,

'
Obtain a •t of New York and Multi1ta111 oudiMI for u• in
school or for an .early start (mininatm $1.6 0 deposit required).

Cours• Pde• UJ!II 11/1: $3~5
uanno-JOSePi,son/ BRC
11 ...OAOWAV, ,.,,.. rtOOft, HUI v o ..lf. , NV 100Dl, 21:1/M44ll0

$UNY/BUFFALO .
Ann Bermingham
Patrick Curran

Cathy Kamen
Jarry McGrier

Laonwd Kirteh Carol Maue
Philip McIntyre Jlffl81 Ryan
Dwight Walls
Mark Groaman

,
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Legal Assistance Program Offers Varied Opportunities
place in any one of several
forums, depending upon the
Some of the best kept secrets ·component the student is in. The
at the University of Buffalo opportunity is available for
School of Law revolve around the students to argue habeaus corpus
81 credit hours required for petitions in federal court, appear
graduation. For instance, the before state courts _of gene(al
administration does not come jurisdiction, appear in _fa,n,ly
right out and say that a student court, appear in city court or
can graduate in 2½ years by argue before an administrative
taking 15 credits for two . agency.
For any student toying with
semesters (other than first
semester freshman year) and by the idea of entering the fielp of
taking two courses during each of criminal law, the criminal
the two summer sessions. Nor do component of the clinic should be
they make you aware that several a must. The clinic offers a taste of
of the course offerings in the third the entire criminal justice system.
year carry four credit hours Preconceived notions will
(remember first semester, first probably fall by the wayside after
year, when everything but civil one experiences the courtroom
procedure was four credits) . It work group. The experience of
would be beneficial to know these practicing in City Court will offer
facts when choosing courses for a new perspective on the system, a
the second year.
perspective that may leave one
New York Practice and Trial wondering whether it is the law or
Technique are . two four credit the procedure that is more
courses that are open to the entire important. The student will have
senior class. Another four credit to deal with personal and ethjcal
course that cannot accommodate considerations that revolve around
as many students is know as the the primary method of disposing
"Clinic."
of matters, that is, plea
The "Clinic, " known to the bargaining. The opportunity -to
community outside the law school actually practice criminal law is an
as the Legal Assistance Program, is experierlce that everyone in the
a law office composed of third component shares. Few students
year law students. The Students will have graduated from law
are assigned to a specialized school having already conducted a
comporient for the semester they misdemeanor trial or a felony
work in the clinic. Among the preliminary hearing. There is no
components offered are criminal pretense in roles here, from the
law, family law, education law, arraignment to the final
welfare and habeaus corpus.
•· disposition the student is the
The "Clinic" offers t he student lawyer. The supervising attorney
the opportunity to obtain his or is there for consultation before
her baptism of fire early in one's and after, but once that case is
career. This baptism can take called before the judge the

by John Gruber

student had better be prepared .
This is especially true in City
Court where matters move along
so quickly that there is no time
for consultation .
Whether the student looks
upon himself as prosecution or
defense Qriented the experience is
invaluable because the student
will be able to make an educated
choice as to whether this is•really
the type of law one ~ishes to
practice.
After some reflection some

tense courtroom drama can even
give rise to laughter. On the
lighter side, only in the cJinic
could you hear about people
·calling the police on themselves;
could you find a person charged
with' violation of a city ordinance
being interrogated by the F .B.I.
and could you find a person
(admittedly in need of counseling)
charged with the violation of a
city ordinance, attempting to
plead guilty to manslaughter.
Not to be overlooked · is the

pure excitement of the clinical
experience, one's first courtroom
appearance and the opportunity
to defend real people instead of
law school hypotheticals really
gets the adrenaline flowing.
Just one other thing, those
four credit hours can be translated
into work, work, work. N·ot only
is much more than classroQ.m ,time
involved but you 'II also be 'known
to miss a few classroom hours in
other courses.

Second Annual Law School

Classified

Golf Tourney
Sunday, Sept. 30, 1979
Audobon Golf Course

Price: _$5.00

Entry Blanks available at Admissions & Records
window. Entries close Friday, Sept. 28 at 4 p.m.

·····················••.•··················~·····~····

•

iD•an's Dash
Friday:, Oct. 5

3 PM • Third -Floor
Dtln·ks • Snacks • Music

Music ions Heeded.
Please see Cindy Holm: Room 312.

..

For Sale: Two 50% American
Airlines discount coupons.
Call 655-1735 after 5 p.m.
All students interested in
taking a one-credit Ethics
course, please sign the yellow
sheet on the bulletin board in
the mailroom. · This is your
last chance!
TYPING - Resumes, papers,
cover letters - available at
reasonable rates check
with secretaries in Room 419
or 523. Phone: 636-2080.
I'm interested in buying or
renting 1st year hornbooks.
Specifically Prosser for Torts
and Emmanuel for Civ. ,Pro.
Please call Julie, 691-9345 or
mail box 250.
·
For Sal~: mattress and box
, springs ·. in _good . cooclition.
Price negotiabl'e. Call Carol at
836-3052 after 5 p.m. or
leave a note .in Mailbox -654 .

························~······ ···················
BV KELLY & LEVINE
~ AM dJRRf:MV WRmN6A
&:lCK,S)(TlNbTY.P~> .

Af:NtsJN61l-lRE:EAPPf=LUW13

~SEW/f46 ~ 1W) ffOJl-lY
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Culinary·Cowel

,. •.·Food'For 'f!hought:· Librarians Cata,l og.RecipeS·•· ·
1

by Karen Spencer

For this issue (and the next, '
due to an overwhelming response.)
I turned to my colleagues in the
library. We are forever exchanging
recipes and looking for excuses to
have a party: birthdays,
un-birthdays, end of term,
beginning of term, new staff,
departing staff, babies, ad
infinitum. At the drop of a hat,
we will gather to feast!
Included here will be
something for everyone - ethnic
dishes, main dishes, veggies,
desserts and for the real
sweet-toothed, a chocolate candy.
In the interest of space, 'the sweet
things will appear next issue.
Hope you enjoy them and will get
to know us a little better as a
result.

)

Doris Will/oms pays our bills in
the Acquisitions Department. She
is a non-measuring cook, "Just
add some until it looks good!",
and offers us her:
Chicken Zuchinni a la Doris
1 frying chicken, cut up
Siiced onion, green pepper,
· zuchinni
Cherry' tomatoes, hat'ved
Salt, pepper, flour, sugar, and
basil

Saute onions, green pepper in a
large frying pan. Remove. Flour
and season chicken and brown in
pan. Add onions, peppers
zuchinni, and tomatoes, 1 tsp. of
sugar and a lot of basil. Simmer
20 minutes or until chicken is
tender.

Rubin Bandel is our foreign
law specialist and also keeps the
Faculty Library in order. From
Rumania he brings us his recipe
for

Salmon
.Sal!ce

Loaf with Cucumber· gravy depends on the success of
this crucial first step. Add boiling
water to cover. the.. meat and ,
1 lb.' can salmon, drained and ·$immer slowly for / about two
hours. The pot should have a
flaked
tightfitting lid. The Rouladen
1/2 c. mayonnaise
should ' be very tender without
1 can cream of celery soup
fallingapart.
1 egg, beaten
Remove the Rouladen to a hot
1 c. dry bread crumbs
· platter and thicken the gravy by
1/2 c. chopped oniori
adding a flour and water mixture.
1/4 c. chopped green pepper
1 tbsp. lemon juice
Season to taste and allow to
1 tsp. salt
simmer for at least 10 minutes.
The Rouladen may be returned to
Combine ev~rything and pour into the gravy to keep them hot and.
greased loaf pan. Bake 1 hour at moist. Add sauteed mushrooms if
·
350. Serve with cucumber sauce: desired.
Mix 1/4 mayonnaise, 1/2 c. sour Serve with mashed ·potatoes or
cream, a:nd 1/4 c. chopped German type potato dumplings.
cucumber.
Anna Marie Gilani processes all
Marcia Zubrow helps us all find the orders for books, periodicals,
our way around as the head of looseleafs, audiovisual materials
reference. Expecting their second and microforms in the
child in November, the Zubrows Acquisitions Department. She is
love foreign food. Straight from where it all starts and provides us
their years in the Southwest with a variation of a favorite
appetizer. The secret is in the
comes:
seasonine!
Chile Rellenos
Stuffed Mushrooms
3 extra large eggs, separated
10 large mushrooms, stems
1/4 tsp. cream of tartar
chopped
4 canned whole green chiles
1 small onion, chopped
(not jalapeno)
3 strips gr~n pepper, chopped
·use fresh, if available, and
1 stalk celery, chopped
toast them to peel off the
skins.
1/4 c. Monterey Jack cheese,
cut into 4 pieces, 1" x 1" x 4"
1 tbsp. flour
salt and pepper to taste
1 tbsp. butter
grated cheddar cheese
Remove seeds from green chiles
but keep chiles as whole as
possible. Stuff each chile with a
piece of cheese. Set to one side.
Sprinkle cream of tartar over egg
whites and beat until stiff. Fold
yolks, flour, salt-and .pepper_.into
· egg whites. Melt butter in large .
frying pan. Add 1/2 the egg
mixture in four separate spots,
shaping to the size of the stuffed
chile. Place chile on top of egg
mixture and then cover each·chile
with remaining ·egg mixture. Cook
over medium heat until bottom
layer is lightly browned and turn
over carefully to brown second
side. Remove to serving dishes,
sprinkle with cheddar cheese, melt
under broiler and serve.

Annegret Richards manages the
enormous task of ordering, record
keeping, and balancing our
Stuffed Grape Leaves
budget, and acquisitions and
Immerse grape leaves in boiling serials librarian. From her German
water for two minutes. Make a background comes a recipe for:
stuffing of ground beef sauteed
with salt and pepper and a little German Rouladen
cooked· rice·. Place a spoonful of
stuffing at the base of the leaf, Ask ·a reputable butcher for
turn in the sides and roll 1,1p. Place Rouladen. They are cut very thin
them in a pan with a little hot oil, from the top round of beef and
add water and simmer for about then pounded even thinner. You
20-25 minutes. In the last few need o.ne large slice per serving. .
minutes, add 1-2. tablespoons of (Lewis Meats at Evans Super
tomato sauce. The juice should Duper does it well.) Season with
then be sweet and sour. If not, salt and pepper. Fill each with a
add a little lemon juice and sugar strip of raw bacon, cut into small
to taste. Serve them with a little pieces-: and a tablespoon of
chopped onion. You_ may also
sour cream.
spread beef with mustard and add
Mabel Jepson administers one some dill pickle. Roll and tie them
half of the library as head of - up tightly with thread. This step is
technical services. Although she is important so they don't fall apart.
favored for her baked goods and Heat a little oil in a Dutch oven
her thoup,tfulness, her Salmon and brown the '.Rouladen
tfloroughly. The flavor of the
Loaf looks just as good!

·keep for three weeks.

·minutes, drain. Mix remaining
ingredients -and, pour over squash.
Linda Cohen is the head of Jop with- .lii_ittered. crumb$. Ba.ke
cataloging -and sees to it that our.. 2S minutes at 3S0:
·
books are arranged .in a logical Ba Ba Ghanouj
order. Linda has .been with us a
long time.and as a recent graduate
Here's a simple little appetizer
of this law school has from Opinion writer R.W. Peters
appropriately offered us her
to whip up for your next soiree.
It's fairly simple to make, and is a •
Watergate Salad
great favorite of hungry
gourmands. I'm ·pretty sure the ·
1 large can ·crushed pineapple compote · ·has some minimal
1 pkg. instant pistachio nutr.itional value as well.
pudding
1 can fruit cocktail, drained
One medium to large ripe
1 c. mini-marshmallows
eggplant
1 med.. Cool-Whip
Sesame.butter ,(tahini)
One clove garlic, or garlic
Mix pudding into pineapple. Add
powder
fruit cocktail and marshmallows.
one half lemon
Add Cool-Whip. Mix and
dash salt
refrigerate.
--dash paprika
Shirley Chaises has been with
dash p~pper
the law · school since it was
downtown. As a member of our Put eggplant in oven, .tt 400. Lei
circulation -staff, she tends the bake for about 40 minutes, or
Reserve Collection and records until · soft. It is sometimes
statistics. Someone who enjoys advisable to sit eggplant 'in a
good food, she brings us her shallow pan of water while in
delicious
oven. Prick eggplant with . .knife,
lest it explode. When eggplant is .
Potato Cheese Pie
suitably mushy, take out, .,ut .in
half, and scrape out contents.
3 eggs
Discard skin, unless you can find
1 tsp. salt
something to do with it.
1/2 tsp. rosemary or nutmeg
In mixing bowl, add mashed garlic

. '

Chop mushroom stems. Melt 3
tbsp. butter in frying pan. Add 1
tsp. ·salt, 1/2 to 1 tsp. cumin, 1/2
tsp . cayenne pepper. Cook 1
minute, add choppe,d vegetables
and quickly stir fry over high
heat. Stuff mushroom caps and
bake at 350 for 20 minutes.

Kathy. Carrick as . assistant
director sees to it that we are all
doing our jobs and that we are all
happy. ·If you have a complaint or
compliment, take it to her. Her
salad recipe below is indicjltive of
her healthy diet-I
1
Pickled Carrot Salad
1 lb. carrots, cut into strips
1 lg. onion, cut in rings
1 lg. green pepper, cut in rings
1 lb. mushrooms, sliced
,
1 head ·cauliflower, in pieces
Sauce: Combme 1 can tomato
soup, 3/4
vinegar, 3/4 c. oil, 1
c. sugar, 1 tb. salt, 1/2 ts~
pepper, 1/2 tsp. dry mustard.
Steam carr9ts and cauliflower
until just tender. Pour sauce over
all vegetables in a large bowl. Toss
and refrigerate overnight This will

c.

t·

1/4 tsp. pepper
clove, three tablespoons of tahini,
1 c. milk
arid salt and pepper to eggplant.
1 c. half and half
Mix well, Add squeeze of lemon.
4 med. potatoes, peeled and Spoon into seTVing dish, sprinkle
shredded coarsely
'
with paprika, and chill for 30-40
1/2 c. sliced green onions ·' minutes.
including the tops
Serve with cracls_ers,
1 c. grated sharp cheese
middle-eastern "Pita" bread, or
with assorted "dipp-ing"
Beat until blended eggs and vegetables. Antidote in next issue
seasonings. Stir .in remarmng of Opinion.
ingredients. Bake in a greased 8"
square pan at 400 for •35 or 40 ·
minutes.
The sweetest is · yet to come!
Se,rve hot or cold.
Watch for the next issue af
Culinjl"ry Counsel.
Joan Holmden ·supervises the
use of our computer terminal ,in ---R~taurant of ~e Bi-Week
cataloging, OCLC and maintains
the card catalog. An avid MinaTeh!s .
gardener, she is forever in need Qf 126 Niagara Blvd.
new vegetable recipes
Fort Erii, Ontario_

Summer Squash Supreme

Just across the Peace Bridge is th~
greatest Chinese Restaurant this
6 c. squ~h, cubed
side of San Francisco's and New ·
York's Ch·i natow~.• Smill ·• and
1/4 c. diced onion
1 can creamed soup
personal. The chef is the owner
1 c. sour cream
' and his wife the manapr. A lttle ;
1 c._grated carrot
expensive but wortti every penny'.
salt-an_~ pepper
·Szetchuan food. Olinese cooking
as a work of art!
Cook squash and onions five ·~ Open every ~ay of the wee.k. '
I
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· ·. Pep Talk

·Was Tight-Wad Wilson Cause ofBills' Downfall?

by Joe Peperone
This is a story . of pain,
frustration and heartache. Broken
promi$es and u_nfulfilled dreams.
· Money and incentive. The Buffalo
Bills.
· .
I've grown up with1 the Bills,
For ten of the last twelve seasons,
I've suffered with the Bills almost
every Sun~ay afternoon, as have
so "many other people in this
town.· We go to the games, cheer,
cry, get angry, or just sit in front
of the television and do the same.
But things don't seem to get
better.
Perhaps this year will be
different. 1· think the team will be
7-9 this .season. Perhaps the Bills
will even be ' good ·by next year.

,.

'I

money - even if they played all play, because the team seemed to linebacker Tom Cousineau. The
their games in front of 80,000 be on the rise, but they wanted Bills pumped him up, told him he
empty seats! Thus, if you're -money cQmmensurate with· their was our salvation, and then
guaranteed a , profit year after abilities. Wilson finally made -his watched helplessly as he signed to
year, ·why invest extra money you decision on all these contracts - play in the Canadian Football
may not get back?
no.
L,eague.
This is ttie situation ·with tbe · • No to Ted Hendricks, an
Wilson .said . Cousineau was
Bills and their owner, Ralph all-pro linebacker who could have offered th~ biggest rookie
Wilson. The Bills were conceivably shored up a vital area in the _;c ~ntract eve c. Cousineau
on the verge of~ dynasty in 1~74. defense. Wilson refused Coach disagreed. More dreams shattered,
They had been to the playoffs, led Lou Saban 's pleas to sign more jokes heaped upon -the city.
the NFL in attendance for two Hendricks.
Wilson will probably never put
straight years and had the
No to Ahmad Rashad, one of up the money to guarantee
youngest team in football. People the best receivers in the league quality players to the Bills. Curtis
who kneW\the game predicted the who ·was playing out t,iis option. Brown, . Roland Hooks, Fred
team was only one or two players
It was a quick journey back to Smerlas - they will get better,
away from being a Super Bowl the bottom. After a fast start in · perhaps great. The team will start
contender. The Bills sold out 1975, the team finish~d 4-6 and winning consistently again, the
every ticket for every game. missed the playoffs. O.J. asked to fans will fill up the stadium again. ·
Wilson was getting maximum be traded, and Saban quit five But until Wilson learns his l!lsson
return on his investnient. ·
and realizes you have to spend
games in_to the next season.
Contracts · were coming up for
So now we're · in the Chuck money to make money, despite
renewal, contracts of quality Knox era - the rejuvenation of. · his guaranteed profit, the Bills will
players who had done a quality the Bills. Wilson has vowed he will never be a power in the NFL.
job. Free agents from other teams, help the team rise to the Super
Here are the ·answers to last
sb.rting, all-pro' players, were Bowl. The team drafts the top W"ek's quiz, you cowards {n~
looking to Buffalo as the place to college player in the coun'try correct answers).

1) David Thomas

2) Memphis
3) 10
4) Jim Thorpe (the ..,team was
made up of American Indians)
5) 1967
.
6) Phil Esposito
7) Plasse, a goalie, scored a goal .
8) Most fumbles in one game - 7
9) In May 1894, John McGraw,
playing for the Baltimore Orioles,
got into a fist fiitit with a Boston '
first baseman. Soon, both teams
were fighting, and the battle
spread to the stands, which were
set on fire. The entire ballpark
burned to the ground along with
170 other Boston buildings. The ,
memories of that incident were so
bitter that when the N.Y. Giants,
with McGi:_aw managing, won the _
National League title in 1904,
·
McGraw refused to play in the
World Series against the Boston
Braves of the American League.
10) Philip Cavaretta, Chicago NL
1934-53; Chicago AL14-55.

Record Rack

Bee Gees Concert Spans Generation Gap
· by Mike Rosenthal

then, slowly, by the end of 1972,
fizzle out again . ·
C
ti
th B
G
urren y
e
ee
ees are
riding the crest of phase five. In
1975 with "Jive Talking,'_' the
·
t d rhythm and
group mcorpora e
blues, as well ·as disco, into their
familiar . style;• and produced
another distinctive sound. For the
fl
·
th.
h
th ·
rst time,
1s p ase saw
e1r
albums begin to sell better than
h ·
· I
H
th ir
t e1r sing es.
owever,
,e
success wi'th singles has continued;
their last six consecutive singles
have hi t-n1Jmber one, something
'only one 'other group, ·The
Beatles, has .ever'done.
·
This period has also seen them
. develop a reputation as · major
. songwriters, having penned hits
for Olivia Newton 7John, Franki~
Valli, Andy Gibb, Samantha Sang
and several others.
The audience on Friday at the
Aud accurately reflected the
dive(sity of ~e following the
group now has. There were people
who had become fans during all of
~ their major phases, parents of
some of those who recently
became fans, and_ several people
curious to see· and become part of
a truly major concert tour.
The Bee Gees· disappointed i:io
one except those expecting to see

a slipshod performance. The
instruments were, in volume and
execution , evidence of the
perfectionism for which the
brothers have long been famous.
The special effects were fun and
added much to- the atmosphere,
but as they should, always 'played
seoo~d fiddle to the ,music. Most
important, the brothers seemed to
love performing, a pleasant change
from the majority of rock artists.
-The program was full of songs
from every major phase of their
career, with no single phase .really
being dominant,. -The group ·
opened with "Tragedy," replacing
the thunderclaps of the record
with explosions of light and
sound. " Edge Of The. Universe"
followed, accompanied by the use
of a rainbow laser and stars.
- k
c,rchng around the arena to ma e
• t
f or a very appropr1a
e
· A
dd't'
f
atmosp here.
n a 1 10n o a
.
.m "Staym
. , Al'1ve "·
horn section
l'f
·
t
b rea th ed new I e m ~ a very
•
overplayed song. ,..
The rest of the show included
"New York Mining Disaster
1941 ""Run To Me" "Too Much
Heav~n" (reset into~ sound much
likb that of their second phase),
' 'Holiday," "I Can't See
Nobody," ,.. _!!Lonely· Days," "I

Started A Joke," "Massa
chusetts," "How Can You Mend
A Broken Heart," "Nights On
Broadway,'' ' 'To Love
SO'}lebody," "Words," "Wind Of
Oiange," and "Jive Talking." -r:t,e
encore was a spirited version of
"You Should Be Dancing."
Conspicuous in their absence
were such hits as "How Deep Is
Your Love," "Gotta Get A
Message To You," "Fanny (Be
Tender With My Love)," and their
current single " Love You Inside
o u t . • • , H O we v er, the
professionalism, enthusiasm (of
both the audience and the group),
and ·the diversity of the program
presented more than made up for
the.omissions.
Th
·
. •
re al I
lie mudsticians twbee . gl d
exce ent an wo mus
sm e
• f
th .
t t d'
k
out or
e1r ou s an mg wor .
b d
d
Blue Weaver on key oar s an
h
fi Id d
Joe . Lala,
. ·who ad .a 1e .ghi!-Y on
percussion, made 1t a m t to
remember.
_
.
The Bee Gees are su~1vors.
Their concert showed they intend
to survive, to .grow, and .overall, to
turn out _music ~at will 'be loved
by more generations of fans. ~an
any act, other than the Beatles,
can hope to reach .

They just might. Perhaps the Bills
Th B G
t B ff I
will be a force to reckon with in
e ee ees _came o u_.a o
the S0's a well-oiled constant ' for _the first time on Fnday~
. .
'
.
', .
d September 14. The show at the
wmmng machine. I doubt 1t - an
M,
.
A d·t .
•
d d
most of the fans who have
em~ria1 , u I orium m~ 1u e
followed the _team over the years sel~ct1~ns from every period of
,
th .
. their history . The Bee Gees have
IS .d
scenario
· ·d f or a Iong t·1me, an d
agree. · Th ey ve seen
,
a be en arou.n
.
.
th
of events be f ore. 1n e-m1 70 s
. · . · ·. ·
• • •
··
f+;
.
f
•
•
1f
Friday
night was any md1cat1on
1
PIayo 'J te~, a power u wmnmg of the future they will be
team playing before a sellout
. .
'
.
, f
ame • on entertamm_g for a long time to
trowd O 80, 000 ~very g
,
· come.
'
·
· · · · ,'
the verge of a dy'!asty. ·And two -·
years later ~eing the team only
It has been sixteen years .since
wintwogamesoutoffourtee".
ptiaseone·oftheBeeGees' car.eer
The ,Bills have a reasonably began. This phase, confined to ,t he
good team this year, and it will continent of Australia, saw their
get ·better. But \he fact they first official release, "Three Kisses
probably won't stay good IS Of Love," go top twenty. By
(although I'm biased) a tragedy, 1966 several subsequent releases
and an example of w):lat is wrong established them as the top band
with sports in this country•
in Australia.
Professional sports in the.
1967 was the y~af in which
United States is big business. Most
observers of the spor~ sce~e phase . two began. Signed for
realize this and accept it._ Basic international release, the group
economics: businesses exist to again was successful. The
make products and eventually American audience reacted very
profits. If a company makes a favorably to the band, and their
good pro.duct, people will fi~st single, "~~w :ork -~ining
generall_y buy it and the company Disaster 1941, is st ill _consider~d
will realize a profit. · 1f that same · to be, by many, th e quintessential
company makes a bad product, Bee Gees song.
which doesn't satisfy the public,
The work of the Bee Gees
they will suffer ~ los~. And if a d·uring phase two h,ighlighted the
company has an inferior product vocals of Robin Gibb and the
and wants to•make ·a profit on i_t, harmony· of the brothe~s. One of
make it better, the ,company will the most notable exceptions,,
.
however, is the song which
invest in impi:ovements.
What does that have .to do w_ith became the biggest seller of this
football and the Buffalo Bills? It phase, . "Words. " This cut
is relevant because of the fact emphasized Barry's vocals and
professional football , though a downplayed the us·ual harmony.
business, is immune • to these Phase two ended with Robin's
business "laws." ' Due fo the decision to pursue a solo career in
public's insatiable demand for early 1969.
televisec:1 football games and the
Phase thre e w a s an
three networks ' cognizance of
that fact - before the first block in term ediate phase in whsch
is thr~wn for th is season, each · Robin's solo career beg.an wi~ a .•
· National Football League (NFL) well received . single,- "S•aved By
owner will r~cejve,in excess of five The Bell," and then fizzled . His
million dollars from the networks brothers released on~ unsucc~ssful
for the right 't o televise . NFL single.
games.
,
Pl:iase four began very strongly
It can safely be said from what
statistic,s are available, no NFL in late 1970 with "Lonely' Days,"
team has a 'total payroll of more s.aw them achieve their . first
than that figure. The result is, no number one single, "How Can
The Bee ~s-put on an fnspirjng ptrformance at the Aud. on Friday, September 14.
NFL team- is capable of losing You Mend A Broken Heart?," and '
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Bunn ~pee~ Grading To Have Highest Priority
good as they are and that lack of
event will it be delayed A) beyond self-image and confidence is
the termination of the following infuriating!"
semester or B) so as to impair a
Schlegel's lax grading proposal,
student's ability to graduate." The not coincidentally coming at a
Iaw school's present policy time when Bunn expressed a
requires grades be reported within stronger stand, elicited much
four weeks from examinations.
response from faculty and
"Grades shauld not be a .students.
concern," Schlegel said during a
Bunn maintained Schlegel
telephone interview. "Virtually no "misreads the point: A leisurely
one flunks out of this place. approach to complete grading
Professional schools must build - within four weeks doesn't
professional self-confidence."
interfere with learning."
. Schlegel emphasized he was
Headrick said Bunn was
not_ insensit_ive to first-year "amused" by Schlegel's proposal.
students' anxieties over early Headrick would not characterize
grades, but exclaimed, "My Schlegel's proposal as vindicitive,
students are better than their own but neither is it feasible, he said.
insecurities make them out to be.
"Schlegel's proposal_ was not
They do not see themselves as workable. He doesn't mean what

cont'd. from page 1

~

Public Interest Interns
cont'd. from page T

the experience as a boost to their
already strong commitment to
public interest law.
"From the beginning, LSEP
was very receptive to the presence
of Vivian and myself. We were
included · in all staff meetings,
office atmosphere was
cooperative," Crosby said.
The staff "sought to
accomodate the law students, to
enrich our understanding of the
areas in which we were working,
and to give us the feedback and
guidance which law stodents so
greatly need," Lazerson said.
Lazerson defined her duties as
being in two distinct categories intake/direct advocacy work, and
research/drafting/writing work.
Both were pleased to find
themselves dealing directly with
clients. "One of the most
rewarding aspects of working for
LSEP was personally handling
cases. The internship was unique
in this regard, since most firms do
not permit students to handle
cases," Crosby said.
Both interns told stories about
the local welfare bureaucracy and
its treatment of the elderly . There
were tales of dissimulation and
obstruction, of the elderly and the
infirm waiting for hours on long
lines, of rude and callous behavior

Aid Elderly
_

by senior welfare a.t!_icials towards
the aged. The women came away
from this summer's experience
with the conviction that many
more excesses are continuing
unchecked. Victimization of the
elderly and infirm is a thriving
business in Buffalo, they said.
Both Crosby and Lazerson agree
more programs must be instituted
to · check this disturbing state of
affairs.
The two became familiar with
the entire spectrum of local, state,
and federal welfare programs.
They dealt with problems relating
to Supplemental Security Income,
Social Security, Food Stamps,
Medicare, Medicaid, and
Emergency Assistance. Both
women did legal research during
the ten week period.
Lazerson was involved in
writing of affadavits, and
responding to a plaintiff's
complaint. Although supervised
by senior paralegals, the two said
they were allowed a great deal of
independence in their approach to
problems. Both women have been
asked to continue working
through this fall.
The interns would like to see a
greater involvment of the law
sch·ool in public interest law. They
said at present, no courses are

being taught in this field, and
little if any mention of the subject
is made in classes. The two
concurred in their belief that the
American Bar Association (ABA)
should encourage, throughout the
legal profession, a commitment to
, public interest law. They feel the
ABA should assume some of the
responsibilities for funding the
work.
Kennedy-Daise was pleased the
first internship went as well as it
did. The organization would like
to increase the number of
intern~hips and • the variety· of
programs, she said. BPILP is
currently in the process of
incorporating, which will enable it
to solicit funds on the open
market, and possibly make it
more attractive to those wishing
to donate. Kennedy.-Daise
perceives the public interest law
programs as having a three-fold
purpose : helping the community,
helping the participating students,
and improving the law school's
reputation. She hopes to see
BPILP become a well-established
ongoing,· and viable organization,
with an elected board, and
adequate funding for public
interest law.

Last year a San Francisco
accountant sued a woman for
breach of an oral agreement after
she stood him up. His ·claim for
damages included the value of his
services (that is, income he lost
because of time spent driving to
and from San Jose), the cost of
his gas, and ttie price of the
non-refundable theater tickets.
The judge told the plaintiff it was
better to have loved and lost than
not at all, and dismissed the
action.
It is lawsuits such as tfiis one
that are making the United States
an extremely litigiou~ nation and
bringing lawyers into well
deserved ill repute. This is a
one-man crusade to expose the
follies of' the legal world. -Any
infliction of emotional distress is
purely intentional (so sue.me!).
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Clayton Moore, who portrayed
the Lone Ranger in films and on
television almost 30 years ago,
had been making a living lately by
showfng up at convenlions and
fairs in his full l'<imosabe regalia.
But a corporation with plans for a
new feature film maintained it
had exclusive righ.ts to the L.one
Ranger character and brou~t suit
against Moore to prohibit him
from making his public
appearances. It claimed that
Moore, who is now over 60, was
tarnishing the image .upon which'
its future profits.are based.
It is not necessary here to get
into the technicalities of
copyright law. The real issue is.age
discrimination against heroes.
Moore insists he h;IS' kept himself
in good physical condition (a fact
atte_sted to by news photos) while
the plaintiff's lawyers argue some
vague notion about the Lone
Ranger having to be a·young and
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A pron Strings A re --cut
('\

experience tremendously. I almost
revel in the confusion. I must have,
the hang of it as I become panic
In order to affirm and stricken at the thought of total
completely establish my comprehension. I _love parading
indep·endence I bade Mom and around the library holding
Dad-~a brief but tearful goodbye obscure volumes while looking
and took the last of my intelligently perplexed. In spite of
prepubescent memorabilia home. all this, however, there were some
Every twenty-seven year old law things the orientation committee
·student, I reasoned, is mature, somehow neglected to mention:
- In ·regard to the impression
responsible and capable of living
alone withouJ benefit of Mom, that everyone (except me) would
Dad, h\,Jsband or the like. Single, be able to converse fluently in
independent and about to embark high Latin legal lingo by the
on the proverbial quest for second week: this is true.
However, don't lose your grasp of
knowledge.
Thinking I had scored a mental the mother tongue; most
coup, I dashed over to Coles for a communications will be in English
couple of quick jolts and settled (or ·a reasonable facsimilie as in
back on my favorite stool the case of Section three).
- (insiders realize I rarely indulge in
- Ignore the rumors: Katz isn't
anything stronger than Diet Pepsi) over 40 and no longer subscribes
and awaited the kickoff. As usual, to Gentlemen's Quarterly: Hyman
in a maudlin moment of feckless does not converse solely in Latin
felicitation I had given my tickets nor will he devote the entire fall
away. Thus it was my sorry fate semester strictly to Vo~burg v.
to watch our heros taking their Putney; a double dose of Schlegel
trim figure.
In these days of presenting our · weekly lumps while I sat propped is not lethal (possibly stupifying
fictional heroes "warts and all" on soggy elbows, listening to but not lethal) arid his socks.have _
fifteen drunken Irishmen telling been known to match on
(e.g., Supermom), how could it me "what I would do if I were in·
occasion.
hurt to show that masked man in there."
- If you feel totally inept
his later years? When John Wayne,
So, .. here I sit ...trying to or were never the- type to pake an
a real fictional hero, ',;Vas no longer surmise where all that maturity impression - sit in the front row.
. a ·spring chicken he managed to and pseudo-intellectuality that I · Rumor has it professors really
portray a convincing heroic .assumed was inherent in can't see· below row three and if
figure : witness Rooster Cogburn acceptance· to law school is. God by fluke they can, you're so low fr
knows, the last three construction is impossible to look. at them
in True Grit.
workers I told - were without your neck craning in that
If jlnyone should sue for unquestionably impressed. So are ' adoring "I look up ,to you"
my parents. Dad and Mom seem
· breach of image, it is the native confident I have acquired a thirst posture. (It has to provide a well
deserved psychological boost.)
Americans for having to P.Ut up for academia which will equal if
- Finally, spend a f!!W hours
with Tonto.
not surpass my notorious lust for practicing in front of the mirror.
life. Mom has a "Paper Chase" Attempt to master that quizzical
A California court granted a . image of UB which frankly, I'm in "on t _h e ver-ge - of total
temporary injunction last month no hurry to dispel. ·she regards me ' 'comprehension" look. • H . is far
enjoining_Moore from wea~ing his as safe, in the womb of superior to a straight face or fook
black mask. But rather than riding almost-eastern ,. r;n iddle class . of concentratioo in . that one
off into · the sunset, Moore has Americana (surrounded by appears to know enough to ask
taken to wearing large sunglasses. preppies and high achie~ers). It's questions and mentally wrestle
As Roy .Rogers mi;-it say, amazing ·1, who attend this -with ·big issues. Never nod
licen~fous hotbed, have such a approvingly ,as. if you're .on top of
"There's more than one way to different point of v.iew..
.it - -most . llkely you aren't and
skin a cat."
Admittedly, .I enjoy the wh9le you'll .aJ_ienate classmates.

Lone Ranger Rides Into Sunset
by Alan Beckoff

violator of the present four-week _
deadline.
Student response varied: but
was no less colorful , Second year
student Doug Wassar said, "If
learning is · more important than
grading, as . Schlegel maintains,
then· the school should abolish
grading!"
"As long as professors' incomes
come from the school to teach
students," third -year student
Lewis Steele said, "students mu.st
be' given priority. The lateness in
which a professor turns in b_is
grades is indicative of his priority
of preference."
"I'm not sure what the purpose
of Schle'gers proposal is," said
Leavy, "but prolonged
grade-reporting creates hassles not
only for the students but for the
-- On the lighter side, Professor Admissions and Records Office as
Fred Konefsky said, "Don't well."
Third year student Shelly
bothJ:r me. I'm old and tired.
Regardless of what I think of Cohen said he thought it was
Bunn's letter, I don't think I will "unprofessional the way some
support Schlegel's pr.oposal. professors carry on. They should
However, - Konefsky quickly prepare for their responsibilities as
added, "I still love Schlegel very they expect us to.be prepared."
Bunn admitted he did n'o t
much!"
Several professors, who wish to know whether or not his proposal
remain anonymous, expressed had , been implemented. When
contempt for Bunn's "meddling in asked what steps he would take if
the affairs of the law school." One the - law faculty disregarded his
professor argued Headrick could · letter, Bunn said, "Dean Headrick
not handle the matter himself and I would, review pretty
because he was the biggest carefully other alternatives."

he says. His proposal would deductible from the delinquent
preclude the law school from professor's paycheck.
"It's probably not legal and, in
dropping anybody for academic
reasons until one-half of their way any event, not worth the time of
through law school," Headrick implementation," Headrick said in
response to the idea.
said.
Professor William Greiner said
Asked how he felt about the
current four-week deadline, students would have to make a
Headrick replied, "It is difficult choice between promptly graded
for certain professors, but not exams or better course quality for
impossible for anybody. The the subsequent semester.
" Assistant Dean for Student
important thing is for students/ to
know when they can expect their Affairs, Allan Canfield said,
"Pressure tactics by students
grades."
Faculty response to ·schlegel's worsen the situation. Cool it! A
proposal ranged from Al Katz' more reasonable middle ground
apathetic, "No comment... ! don't should be sought."
Professor Wade Newhouse said,
care" to Barry Boyer's interest in
a penalty scheme presently in "The present ·standard is more
effect in Michigan. The system than reasomi"le. There are no
would assess. a pecuniary penalty acceptable reasons for extending
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